A new procedure to capture the shocks has been proposed and is demonstrated for the solutions of two-dimensional Euler equations using discontinuous Galerkin method and overset grids. A discontinuous Galerkin solver using a coarse grid provides the troubled cell data that is used to determine the location of the shock. An overset grid aligned to the shock is constructed based on this information. The solver is run again with the coarse grid solution as the initial condition with limiting occurring only in the overset grid to give a solution with the shock aligned to the grid line. Results for supersonic flow over a ramp, shock reflecting off a flat plate and the supersonic flow over a circular cylinder are presented. For the flow over a circular cylinder, the results obtained are validated using an existing analytical method for calculating the shock offset distance.
Introduction
In this paper, we propose a procedure for capturing shocks and demonstrate it for the solutions of two-dimensional Euler equations using discontinuous Galerkin Method (DGM) and overset grids. Flows featuring shocks can be modeled by either shock capturing or shock fitting. Shock fitting [1] is done by locating and tracking the motion of the shocks which are treated as boundaries between regions where smooth solutions exist. Shock fitting algorithms are in general complex where as shock capturing algorithms are quite simple and hence they have enjoyed a lot of popularity in recent years [2] .
For higher order methods like DGM, a lot of shock capturing methods are proposed in literature. The main ingredients of such methods are shock detection and shock stabilization which have been studied extensively with regard to Finite Difference (FD) and Finite Volume (FV) methods. For DG methods, a number of shock detectors have been developed whose performance is compared by Qiu and Shu [3] . The main approach to stabilize shocks is to increase mesh resolution in the detected regions. This is not always feasible. Mesh refinement is usually supplemented or completely replaced by limiting [4] or artificial viscosity techniques [5] . A comparative study of such techniques has been done by Jian Yu and Hesthaven [6] . Each of these techniques have their pros and cons and selection of a particular technique is a matter of choice. We have used limiters in our shock capturing procedure.
Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO) limiters [4] are the preferred limiters for DGM because they maintain the order of accuracy in cells where the solution is smooth. Accuracy of limiting is increased if they are used along with mesh refinement in the vicinity of the shock [7] . All these shock capturing procedures agree on the fact that if the grid lines are aligned to the shock, we can capture it more accurately. We propose the following procedure for shock capturing. We locate the shock using a good shock detector and use an overset grid so that the grid lines are aligned to the shock to capture it. We use the limiter only on the overset grid. This procedure can be called as shock capturing using shock fitting as we locate the shock (as in shock fitting) and change the grid so that the grid lines are aligned to the shock and capture it accurately.
Overset grids were first applied to solving the Euler equations by Benek et al. [8] . They have used a body fitted grid to impose boundary conditions for a curved geometry. They produced the solution on a system of grids that communicate through exchange of boundary data (called artificial boundaries) in overlapping regions. The arbitrary overlapping of grids allows the mesh generator to focus on resolving individual components of the geometry independently. This provides great flexibility for the mesh generation process to focus resources on regions of interest. We use overset grids for shock capturing.
Our proposed method to use overset grids is to run the solver on a coarse grid first and use a good troubled cell indicator to find the location of the shock. Then, we construct an overset grid so that the grid lines are parallel to the shock. We run the solver again and the limiting process is used only in the overset grid. This will enable us to capture the shock while applying the limiter only where it is required.
The paper is organized as follows. We describe the formulation of the discontinuous Galerkin method used for all our results in section 2, the proposed procedure for shock capturing using overset grids is described in section 3, and the validation of the overset grid solver is described in section 4 and the results are described in section 5 and we conclude the paper in section 6.
Formulation of discontinuous Galerkin Method
Consider the Euler equations in conservative form as given by
where Q = (ρ, ρu, ρv, E) T , F(Q) = uQ + (0, p, 0, pu) T and G(Q) = vQ + (0, 0, p, pv) T with p = (γ − 1)(E − 1 2 ρ(u 2 + v 2 )) and γ = 1.4. Here, ρ is the density, (u, v) is the velocity, E is the total energy and p is the pressure. We approximate the domain Ω by K non overlapping elements given by Ω k .
We look at solving (1) using the discontinuous Galerkin method. We approximate the local solution as a polynomial of order N which is given by:
where r and s are the local coordinates. The polynomial basis is given by Φ ij (r, s) = P i (r)P j (s) where P i (r) and P j (s) are the one-dimensional Lagrange interpolation polynomials of order N at the appropriate one-dimensional Gauss Legendre quadrature points. Now, using Φ ij (r, s) as the test function, the weak form of the equation (1) is obtained as
where ∂Ω k is the boundary of Ω k , F = (F(Q), G(Q)) andF =F * .n whereF * is the monotone numerical flux at the interface which is calculated using an exact or approximate Riemann solver andn is the unit outward normal. This is termed to be P N based discontinuous Galerkin method.
Equation (3) is integrated using an appropriate Gauss Legendre quadrature and is discretized in time by using the fifth order Runge-Kutta time discretization given in [9] unless otherwise specified. To control spurious oscillations which occur near discontinuities, a limiter is used with a troubled cell indicator. We have used the modified KXRCF troubled cell indicator and the WENO limiter proposed in [10] for all our calculations.
Using overset grids for shock capturing
For a solver using overset grid, we have multiple grids which are overlapped with each other. Boundaries of two overlapping grids named Grid 1 (black) and Grid 2 (red) are shown in Figure 1 . These boundaries are called artificial boundaries. Inter-grid communication happens through the artificial boundaries. For an artificial boundary, the exterior conservative variables Q + (where Q is the solution variable) must be provided by one, or multiple, elements from overlapping meshes for the calculation of numerical flux. We will explain how to obtain them now. As seen in Figure 1 , one of the artificial boundary faces of Grid 1 is seeded with Gauss Quadrature (GQ) points as is required by the order of accuracy of the solver. We first find the Cartesian coordinates of these GQ points. These Cartesian coordinates are used to obtain the cell local coordinates in Grid 2. A search algorithm (K-d tree) is used to determine which GQ points are located in each cell of Grid 2. Then, we can find the cell local coordinates using Newton's method as given by [11] . These coordinates are stored before hand so as not to calculate them at every time step. Using these cell local coordinates, we can find the required Q + values at each of the GQ points. This will be used as the boundary condition for Grid 1. We repeat the same procedure for Grid 2. This procedure is repeated for all overlapping grids at each time step.
We use overset grids to capture the stationary shocks that occur in the solution of Euler equations. The proposed step by step procedure is outlined below:
Step 1: Run the solver on a coarse grid with a given troubled cell indicator and limiter and obtain the solution.
Step 2: Look at the troubled cells to locate the discontinuities (shocks) that occur in the solution.
An example of troubled cell distribution for Mach 3.0 flow over a 10 • ramp and Mach 3.0 flow over a circular cylinder are shown in Figures 2a and 2b respectively. From these troubled cells, we get an idea of the location of the shock.
Step 3: Construct an overset grid which encompasses all the troubled cells which is also confirming to the body.
For the flow over a ramp, we know that the shock is straight and the overset grid is constructed to capture the shock. An example overset grid is shown in Figure 3 . For the flow over a circular cylinder, the shock is curved. In this case, we use the cell centers of the first troubled cell that the flow encounters in the solution and interpolate those points using an appropriate b-spline approximation. This gives an approximate shape of the shock. We use this polynomial and construct a grid by using parallel offset polynomials so that the grid lines are parallel to each other. An example grid constructed in this way is shown in Figure 4a .
Step 4: Using this overset grid, we run the solver again with the coarse grid solution as the initial condition. While running the solver, we need to use the troubled cell indicator and the limiter only inside the overset grid. We also use a high resolution numerical flux in the overset grid to capture the shock accurately. We have used the SLAU2 [12] numerical flux in the overset grid and the Lax-Friedrichs flux elsewhere. After a few timesteps, we can look at the troubled cell profile again and reduce the width An example of such overset grid with reduced width is shown in Figure 4b . While reducing the width, we have to take care that the coarse grid does not overlap the fine grid at the location of the shock. In this way, we can capture the shock accurately. If we want, we can use another overset grid over the shock to resolve solution near the shock even further. This completes the procedure.
4 Validation of overset grid solver using Isentropic Vortex Problem
In this section, we look at validating the overset grid solver to ensure that the data transfer that occurs in the overset grid does not decrease the order of accuracy of the scheme. We do this by using the Isentropic Euler Vortex problem [13] which has a smooth solution. We run the solver on a given domain with uniform grid and also on a domain which contains an overset grid of the same size as the original grid as shown in Figure 5 . We calculate the order of accuracy of the scheme for both grids to show that the effect of data transfer that occurs in the overset grid is negligible. We solve the two dimensional Euler equations given by (1) in the domain [0, 10] × [−5, 5] for the Isentropic Euler Vortex problem. The exact solution is given by:
, and p = ρ γ , where r = (x − x 0 − t) 2 + (y − y 0 ) 2 , x 0 = 5, y 0 = 0, β = 5 and γ = 1.4. We initialize with the exact solution at t = 0 and use periodic boundary conditions at the edges of the domain. We run the solver with the same grid size for a normal grid and an overset grid for grid sizes of 1/20, 1/40, 1/80, and 1/160 for various orders. An example overset grid used is shown in Figure 5 for a grid of 40 by 40 elements. The errors in density and numerical orders of accuracy are calculated at t = 10.0 (one period) for the original grid as well as the overset grid and are presented in Table 1 . While calculating the solution, we have made sure that the temporal and spatial orders of accuracy are the same by using a corresponding Runge-Kutta time integration [9] . We can see that the solution obtained using the overset grid is as accurate as the solution obtained without any overset. Table 1 : Validation of overset grid solver using 2D Euler equations for the Isentropic Vortex problem with periodic boundary conditions, t = 10.0, Uniform mesh with and without overset, L 2 error for density with P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and P 4 based DG
Results
Example 1: Supersonic Flow over a 10 • ramp: We solve the two dimensional Euler equations as given by (1) for supersonic flow over a 10 • ramp. The solution domain is as shown in Figure 6 . We use an overset grid at the location of the shock which is located using the troubled cells as explained in Section 3. In this particular case, we know that the shock is straight and we keep an appropriate overset grid which covers all the troubled cells. The converged density solutions using P 4 based DGM for Mach numbers 3.0 and 4.0 are shown in Figures 7a and 8a respectively. A zoomed in view of the solutions near the base of the ramp are shown in Figures 7b and 8b showing the grid lines which are colored according to the density values at the cell vertices to show the overset grids and the captured shock. We can clearly see that the shock is aligned to a grid line. As another test problem for the two-dimensional case with a straight shock, we consider a flow where a shock reflects off a flat plate with inflow Mach numbers 3.0 and 4.0. We solve the two-dimensional Euler equations (1) in the computational domain [0, 3.5] × [0, 1]. For the left boundary, we impose the inflow conditions. For the right boundary, we use supersonic exit boundary conditions. For the bottom boundary, we impose wall boundary conditions and for the top boundary, we use the post shock conditions for inflow Mach number and an oblique shock of shock angle 29 • . Again, from the troubled cells and knowing that the shock is straight, we construct an overset grid which covers all the troubled cells. The converged density solutions using P 4 based DGM for inflow Mach numbers 3.0 and 4.0 are shown in Figures 9a and 10a respectively. A zoomed in view of the solutions near the impingement point of the shock on the flat plate are shown in Figures 9b and  10b showing the grid lines which are colored according to the density values at the cell vertices to show the overset grids and the captured shock. Again, we can clearly see that the shock is aligned to a grid line.
Example 3: Supersonic flow over a circular cylinder:
As a test problem with a curved shock, we consider the supersonic flow over a circular cylinder of radius 0.5. We solve the two-dimensional Euler equations (1) in the computational domain which is shown in Figure 11 . The troubled cells obtained using a coarse grid of 150 (circumferential) and ×100 (wall-normal) elements for inflow Mach number 3.0 are shown in Figure 2b . We use the troubled cell data and take the first troubled cell encountered by the flow and fit a curve using a second order b-spline following the procedure outlined in Section 3. We construct an overset grid using this b-spline and curves parallel to this b-spline as shown in Figure  4a . We reduce the width of the overset grid even further using the troubled cells as explained in Section 3. With this overset grid, we obtained the solution for inflow Mach numbers 3.0, 3. Figures 12b, and 13b showing the grid lines colored according to the Mach number values at the cell vertices. Here, we can see that the shock aligns with a grid line. We have also shown the variation of Mach number along the center line (y=0) near the location of the shock for inflow Mach numbers 3.0 and 4.0 in Figures 14 and 15 respectively. From these figures, we can clearly see that the shock has been captured quite sharply with a non-dimensional shock thickness of δ = 4.69 × 10 −4 . We note that this thickness depends on the order of the scheme. If we increase the order, this will reduce further. To verify the solution obtained, we used the method proposed in [14] to calculate the shock offset distance x O and the location of the sonic point on the body (x SB , y SB ) using the coordinate system shown in Figure 11 . These values are compared with the values obtained from our simulations in Table 2 . We can see that the shock offset distance and the location of sonic point on the body obtained from our simulations agree quite well with the analytically calculated value. We have developed a new procedure for shock capturing using overset grids with discontinuous Galerkin method. We run the solver on a coarse grid and use the troubled cell data to construct an overset grid which is aligned to the shock and also encompasses all the troubled cells. This is done using b-spline interpolation for a curved shock. We run the solver again using the coarse grid solution as the initial condition and using the limiter only in the overset grid. We also use a high resolution numerical flux in the overset grid. This procedure gives us a shock aligned with a grid line capturing it sharply with a very small non-dimensional shock thickness. We have used this method to capture the straight shocks for supersonic flow over a 10 • ramp and shock reflecting over a flat plate. We have also captured the shock for flow over a circular cylinder. This method will work for any flow containing a discontinuity to capture the discontinuity aligned to a grid line. 
